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SystemVerilog for Verification, Second Edition: A Guide to Learning the Testbench Language FeaturesSpringer, 2008
SystemVerilog for Verification, Second Edition provides practical information for hardware and software engineers using the SystemVerilog language to verify electronic designs. The author explains methodology concepts for constructing testbenches that are modular and reusable. The book includes extensive coverage of the SystemVerilog 3.1a...
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Ants, Bikes, and Clocks: Problem Solving for UndergraduatesSIAM, 2004
Mathematics educators agree that problem solving is one of the essential skills their students should possess, yet few mathematics courses or textbooks are devoted entirely to developing this skill. Supported by narrative, examples, and exercises, Ants, Bikes, and Clocks: Problem Solving for Undergraduates is a readable and enjoyable text designed...
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Calculus Workbook For Dummies (Dummies Series)For Dummies, 2005
From differentiation to integration — solve problems with ease
    Got a grasp on the terms and concepts you need to know, but get lost halfway through a problem or, worse yet, not know where to begin? Have no fear! This hands-on guide focuses on helping you solve the many types of calculus problems you encounter in a...
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Critical Thinking: Tools for Taking Charge of Your Professional and Personal LifePrentice Hall, 2002

	Addresses all three key components of thinking: analysis, evaluation and re-thinking. Gives you the practical critical thinking skills you need to take control of your life, help you cope with virtually any situation--and be more successful in pursuing your ultimate dreams and values.


	You are what you think...

...
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TCP/IP Sockets in C, Second Edition: Practical Guide for Programmers (The Morgan Kaufmann Practical Guides Series)Morgan Kaufmann, 2009
This succinct new edition of our best-selling title presents everything you need know to get up and running with C sockets programming in one affordable volume!    

       The Internet allows computers thousands of miles apart to exchange information through programs such as Web browsers, and nearly all of these programs gain access to...
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Unity 2018 Shaders and Effects Cookbook: Transform your game into a visually stunning masterpiece with over 70 recipes, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Bring realism to your games by mastering post-processing effects and advanced shading techniques in Unity 2018

	
		Key Features

		
			Learn the secrets of creating AAA quality shaders without writing long algorithms
	
			Master shader programming through easy-to-follow examples

...
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CISSP Exam Cram 2Que, 2005
Learn what you need to know to master the CISSP security  technology and the certification exam with the CISSP Exam Cram  2. A perfect compliment to larger study guides, the CISSP  Exam Cram 2 is a great way to find out exactly what will be  expected of you during...
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Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the GarageSyngress Publishing, 2005
The perfect book for computer hobbyists, Apple I Replica Creation: Back to the Garage is sure to equally appeal both to kids with gift certificates looking for fun on a snowy January day as well as to adults eager to learn the basics of simple microcomputer design. The book will begin by teaching readers the basics of computer processing by...
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Faster Smarter A+ CertificationMicrosoft Press, 2003
Take the next step in your career by earning your CompTIA A+ certification the faster, smarter way. This innovative, high-energy guide makes the most of your study time by teaching exactly what you need for the A+ Core Hardware and Operating Systems Technologies exams. You get focused, no-fluff coverage of exam objectives—plus Test Smart...
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Streetsmart Guide to Valuing a StockMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Value and trust are two of the biggest question marks in today's tumultuous stock markets. Value because investors burned by the recent tech collapse are once again insisting that stocks provide some meat along with the sizzle, and trust because--for obvious reasons--investors...
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Molecular Computation Models: Unconventional ApproachesIdea Group Publishing, 2005
With the increasing complexity of software systems and their widespread growth into many aspects of our lives, the need to search for new models, paradigms, and ultimately, technologies, to manage this problem is evident. The way nature solves various problems through processes evolving during billions of years was always an inspiration to many...
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3D Game Programming for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2006
"3D Game Programming for Teens" is a comprehensive, step-by-step introduction to 3D game programming for both teenagers and non-programmers. Organized into three parts, the book begins with an introduction to the game development industry, the game development process, and game engines including WildTangent. Part two covers JavaScript and...
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